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III/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, APRIL/MAY- 2017
First Semester

CS/IT
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 7X2=14M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X14=56 M

1. a) Mention different database users

b) Define schema

c) Syntax of update statement

d) Buffering of blocks

e) Define 4NF

f) Define Timestamp

g) Serializable schedule

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain the characteristics of databse approach and advantages of using DBMS

approach.

b) Give a classification of databse management systems.

(OR)
3. a) Give the naming conventions and design issues in ER diagrams. Draw an ER

diagram to represent weak entity.

b) Explain the client server architecture of DBMS.

UNIT-II
4. a) What is a view? Explain how to create views in SQL.

b) Discuss various DDL, DML commands in SQL with illustrations.

(OR)
5. a) Consider the following schema given.... PROJECT (Projectnum, Project Name,

Chief Architect), EMPLOYEE(Empnum, Empname), ASSIGNED TO

(Projectnum, Empnum)

Write the following queries in Tuple relational calculus

i) Find Empnum of employee working on project “ABC”

ii) Find the details of employees(both number and name) working on the

project “ABC”.
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iii. Find the Empnum of employees who do not work on project “ABC”.

iv. Find the Empnum of employees who work on all projects.

b) Explain the concept of nested queries and give a scenario and a query to explain

them.

UNIT-III
6. a) Explain the concept of functional dependencies and multi valued dependencies

with examples.

b) Consider the relation R(A,B,C,D,E,F) and functional dependencies: A -> BC,

F->A, C-> A, D-> E, E-> D. Is the decomposition of R into R1 (A,C,D),

R2(B,C,D) and R3(E,F,D) loss less? Explain the requirement of loss less decom

position.

(OR)
7. Consider the two internal organizations for heap files (using lists of pages and a directory

of pages)

a) Describe them briefly and explain the trade-offs. Which organization would you

choose if records are variable in length.

b) Can you suggest a single page format to implement both internal file organiza-

tions?

UNIT-IV
8. Explain ACID properties of transaction. How does the two phase locking protocol en-

sures Serializability? Explain.

(OR)
9 a) What are the database security issues and give a brief on discretionary access

control based on Granting and Revoking privileges.

b) Write a brief on recovery based on deferred update.
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II/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOV/DEC-2017

Second Semester
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DBMS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 7X2=14 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a) Role of DBA

b) Referential integrity constraints

c) Define instance, schema

d) Advantages of multilevel indexing

e) Mention operations on files

f) Transaction Time stamp

g) Grant and revoke

UNIT-I

2. a) What is DBMS? Explain the advantages of DBMS.

b) What is a data model? Explain the relational data model.

(OR)

3. a) Draw an ER diagram to explain how the basic components of an ER diagram are

represented.

b) Give a classification of DBMS and give their characteristics.

UNIT-II

4. a) Discuss various DDL, DML commands with illustrations in SQL.

b) Why ‘nill’ values not preferred in a relation? Explain.

(OR)

5. a) Consider the following schema for a COMPANY database

Employee (Name, SSN, Address, Sex,Salary, Dnumber)
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Department (Dname, Dnumber, MGRSSN, MGRSTART date)

Dept-locations (Dnumber, Dlocations)

Project (Pname, Pnumber, Plocation, Dnumber)

Works-on(ESSN, Pnumber, Hours)

Dependent (ESSN, Dependent-name, Sex, Bdate, Relationship)

Write the queries in Relational Algebra to

i) Retrieve all employees who either work in department 4 and make over

25,000 per year or work in department 5 and make over 30,000

ii) Retrieve the Social Security numbers of all employees who either work in

department 5 or directly supervise a employee who works in department 5.

iii) Retrieve the name and address of all employees who work for the “Re

search” department.

iv) List all the projects on which employees “Smith” is working

b) What is relational completeness? If a query language is relationally complete, can

you write any desired query in that language.

UNIT-III

6. a) Explain the limitations of static hashing. Explain how this is overcome in dy-

namic hashing.

b) Write a note on indexed sequential files.

(OR)

7. a) Describe the term multivalued dependency (MVD). Is the decomposition in 4NF

always dependency preserving and lossless? Justify your answer with the help of

an example.

b) What is join dependency? How is it different to that of multivalued dependency

and functional dependency? Give an example for join dependencies and

multivalued dependencies.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Develop an example showing how a single locking protocol could lead to dead

lock.

b) With an example explain Serial and non-serial Serializability schedule.
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9. a) When a system recovers from a crash? In what order must transaction be Undone

and Redone? Why is this order important?

b) What is a log in the content of DBMS? How does check pointing eliminate some

of the problems associated with log based recovery?

(OR)
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 7X2=14M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X14=56 M

1. a) When not to use DBMS

b) Role of DBA

c) Foreign key

d) Mention different operations on files

e) Define 1 NF and 2 NF

f) ACID properties

g) Commit and rollback

UNIT-I
2. a) Explain why ER model is more expressive, and which features make it more

expressive.

b) What is meant by data independence and its different levels supported in DBMS.

(OR)
3. a) Design a university level database for maintaining the Student details of different

colleges in the university. Consider the student (personal, studying college and

branch) details and represent the same using an ER Diagram.

b) What are the advantages of DBMS approach? Explain.

UNIT-II
4. a) Explain insert, delete and update statements with suitable syntax and examples.

b) What are the different types of constraints that can be specified in relational

model and how do the constraint violations can be dealt with? Explain with

suitable examples.

(OR)
5. a) Consider the following schema given. The primary keys are underlined.

Sailors (sailor-id, sailor-name, sailor-rating, sailor-age), Boats(boat-id,

boat-name, boat-color), Reserves(sailor-id, boat-id, day)

Write the Nested queriers in SQL.
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i. Find the names of sailors who have reserved boat “Boat 120”

ii. Find the names of sailors who have reserved a “Red” color boat

iii. Find the names of sailors who have not reserved a “Black” color boat

iv. Find the names of sailors with the highest rating and name start with “S”.

b) What are the different statements that are supported for making changes in

schema? Explain with suitale syntax and examples.

UNIT-III
6. a) How a careful examination of Functional dependencies can lead to a better under-

standing of the entities and relationships underlying the tables. Explain with an

example.

b) Consider the relation R(A,B,C,D,E) and FD’s A->BC, C->A, D->E,F->A,E->D. Is

the Decomposition R in to R1(A,C,D), R2(B,C,D) and R3(E,F,D) loss less?

Explain the requirement of lossless decomposition.

(OR)
7. Explain with a suitable example how multi-level indexing is implemented using B+

Trees.

UNIT-IV
8. a) Explain Binary locks, Shared locks and Exclusive locks?

b) What are different Recovery Techniques used in Transaction Failures? Explain.

(OR)
9. Explain Serial and non-serial Serializability schedule with an example. How does the two

phase locking protocol ensures Serializability? Explain.
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DBMS
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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 6X2=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) Mention different entity types

b) What is a data model?

c) Cross product

d) Commit and Rollback

e) Define functional dependency

f) Binary lock and exclusive lock

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain different data models.

b) Define entity, relation, Design an ER diagram to demonstrate representation of

weak entity and specialization.

(OR)

3. a) Explain the different relational model constraints and possible violation during

update operations.

b) Give various components of a DBMS. Explain in brief.

UNIT-II

4. a) What is an unsafe query? Give an example and explain why it is important to

disallow such queries.

b) Consider the following schema given. Choose proper key attributes and write the

following queries in Tuple relational calculus:

PROJECT (Projectnum, Project Name, Chief Architect)

EMPLOYEE(Empnum, Empname)

ASSIGNED TO (Projectnum, Empnum)
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i) Find Empnum of employees working on project with name “PSLV”

ii) Find the details of employees (both number and name ) working on the

project “PSLV” and name starts with “S”.

iii) Find the details of employees working on the “Databse” project.

iv) Find the Empnum’s of employees who are not working on project headed

by chief architect “ANU”

v) Find the Empnum’s of employees who work on all projects.

(OR)

5. a) Explain various types of Joins and give suitable example for each.

b) Define candidate, primary and foreign keys. Explain each with suitable example

definitions using proper syntax.

UNIT-III

6. Explain different DML and DDL statements with suitable syntax and exmaple(s)

(OR)

7. a) Compute the canonical cover (Fc) of the following set F of functional dependen-

cies for relation scheme R=(A,B,C,D,E)

A->BC CD->E B->D E->A

b) Discuss the BCNF and 3rd Normal Form with examples.

UNIT-IV

8. Withe suitable examples explain serial and non-serial and serializable schedule and write

a note on concept of transaction processing.

(OR)

9. a) Explain the limitations of static hashing. Explain how this is overcome in dy-

namic hashing.

b) Write a note on characteristic features of indexed sequential files.
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